1…DISTURBANCE  ROSEMARIE LN  021509
Officer reported Stockton PD aired a report of gunshot in the area. Officer reported also hearing the gunshot while driving in the area. Officer reported a large group of females running due to a fight. Officer contacted one subject and a second subject walked up and started hitting the female. Officer arrested the female suspect for assault and reported the suspect was also intoxicated. Suspect was transported to the county jail.

2…FIELD CHECKOUT  BAXTER MALL  021509
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was warned for trespassing laws.

3…FIELD CHECKOUT  KENSINGTON & BIO BUILDING  021509
Officer conducted a checkout on a five juveniles in the area. All juveniles were interviewed.

5…ALCOHOL ARREST  DELTA GAMMA  021609
Officers requested to assist with removing an intoxicated female refusing to leave. Officers responded and arrested the female for public intoxication.

6…THEFT  DE ROSA CENTER  021609
Victim reported his bicycle stolen. Suspect cut the cable lock. Officer responded and initiated a report.

7…STOLEN PROPERTY  BRISTOL & MANCHESTER  021609
Officer conducted a checkout on a female subject. Subject was cited for possession of stolen property.

8…FIELD CHECKOUT  MANCHESTER & MONTEREY  021609
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was advised of trespassing laws and revoked from campus.

9…DUI ARREST  PACIFIC & KNOLES  021709
Officers conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI also has an outstanding warrant. CHP responded and arrested the driver and transported to county jail.
10…SUSPICIOUS PERSON  CALAVERAS LEVEE  021709
Officer contacted several juveniles throwing rocks onto the tennis courts. Juveniles were warned.

11…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  CALAVERAS BIKE PATH  021809
Officer contacted a male subject on a dirt bike. Subject was interviewed and warned.

12…ALCOHOL ARREST  SCHOOL OF PHARMACY  021909
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for public intoxication and transported to the county jail.

13…THEFT  WEBER HALL  021909
Victim reported her bicycle stolen. Suspects cut the cable lock. Officer responded and initiated a report.

14…THEFT  CLASSROOM BUILDING  021909
Victim flagged down an officer to report his bicycle stolen. Suspect cut the lock. Officer initiated a report.

15…SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  CAMPUS WIDE  022009
Staff reported a vehicle gathering recyclables from recyclables container around campus. Officers circulated campus and were unable to locate the vehicle.

16…THEFT  CLASSROOM BLDG  022009
Victim reported his bicycle stolen. Officer initiated a report.

17…TRAFFIC CRIMINAL  LOT 14  022009
Officer responded to a report of the Townhouse gate being hit and unable to open or close. Officers initiated a hit and run report.

18…AIDED STOCKTON PD  DWIGHT WAY  022109
Dispatch received a call regarding a disturbance at an off campus apartment. Caller reported SPD notified yet had not responded. Caller reported hearing someone crying and in need of help with furniture heard being thrown around. Officer responded and reported SPD also on scene. SPD arrested the suspect of the disturbance.

19…NOISE COMPLAINT  MANOR HALL  022109
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officers made contact and reported the resident will keep the noise down.
20...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    DELTA UPSILON    022109

Officers responded to a report of subjects throwing bottles from Omega. Officers contacted the subjects and warned.

21...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT    DE ROSA CENTER    022109

Staff reported a male subject going through the trash containers. Officer made contact, interviewed and revoked.

22...VANDALISM    KAPPA ALPHA THETA    022109

Officer responded to a report broken window to a study room. Officer initiated a report.

23...ARSON    MC CAFFREY CENTER    022109

Officer responded to a report of a fire alarm. Officer reported black smoke coming from a vent and requested SFD respond. Officers assisted with evacuating the building. Fire was coming from the men’s restroom across from the Grove. SFD extinguished and reported fire started in a trash can. Security responded to assist with patrol due to fire damage.

24...DISTURBANCE    CASA WERNER    022109

Officers responded to a report of two females in a verbal disturbance. Officers interviewed both parties and advised housing issue.